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ABSTRACT

People on the move are typically interested in information
with respect to their proximity. Location-based services in
general supply users with information about their proximity
typically relying on an infrastructure storing the information and tracking the mobile objects, i.e. users. In this paper
we present an approach for spontaneous, i.e. ad hoc, networks inspired by the Usenet. Information is exchanged
using a peer-to-peer sy nchronization mechanism. The
information is made available through channels grouping
related information. The information propagation is solely
based on spontaneously connected devices not requiring
any infrastructure. Our prototype implementation shows the
technical feasibility of our approach, whereas simulation
results show the applicability of information diffusion in
outdoor scenarios with a realistic number of nodes, covering a city center.
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INTRODUCTION

L ocation-based services (LBS) gain popularity. While
many commercial approaches are tied to the cellular phone
infrastructure, e.g. [5][14][20], researchers address solutions for the indoor domain [6][11][23] and outdoor domain
[3][16] or both [7] based on their own infrastructure. Common to these approaches is the necessity of an infrastructure storing location-dependent data and management of
user positions.
The availability of small computing devices, e.g. Personal
Digital Assistants (PDAs) or cellular phones, equipped with
short range radio transmission technologies such as Bluetooth or IEEE 802.11 allows information exchange on a
peer-to-peer basis whenever two devices are within each
other’s radio range. Additionally, information of the envi-

ronment can be captured from sensors equipped with similar radio technology.
The overall focus of our research is to investigate what
mechanisms are needed to support applications for mobile
users in a ubiquitous computing environment using ad hoc
communication. The goal is to provide a foundation that
allows users to successfully interact with other users and
their environment. This includes collecting and providing
information about the spatial context of the user.
A major problem in mobile ad hoc networks is the management and dissemination of information. Since the mobile
devices are restricted in their resources, a complete replication of information will not be possible. Information
exchange should be restricted with respect to the spatial
scope of the information and the interests of the user.
Another issue is the multitude of available information:
how can a user determine or specify which information is
interesting to him or her?
In this paper, we present an approach for information dissemination based on epidemic algorithms, i.e. diffusion. As
one possible scenario, imagine that it is Saturday night and
a large number of young people are walking around in the
city center looking for some fun. What they really want to
know is what is currently going on: where are the cool parties, the hip discos or the most popular bars. So the information needed depends very much on the current context of
the user, especially the location. The distribution of the
information can be asynchronous and possibly anonymous,
which f its well with our proposed dif f usion-based
approach.
If cellular phones are equipped with short range radio technologies, such a Bluetooth, they are the ideal devices for
our scenario. Almost all young people have cellular phones
and use them frequently for writing SMS messages, especially in Europe. (The SMS Service allows the transmission
of short text messages between cellular phones using the
cellular phone infrastructure). So the general technology is
well-introduced, the only difference being that the messages are exchanged using ad hoc connections between
devices in the proximity.
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In order to structure the information exchanged between
devices, the information is grouped into channels according
to subjects, similar to newsgroups in the Usenet. Users can
subscribe and unsubscribe to channels. Information is only
propagated in a distinct area with respect to its locality. As a
result, an easy-to-use application can provide users with
information about their proximity.
To show the technical feasibility of our concept, we have
built a prototype application. However, since the usefulness
of our application can only be determined based on a large
user population and since the technology is not yet widespread enough for a large-scale usability study, we have
conducted a number of simulations to provide some evidence that the diffusion-based approach makes sense in the
given context. An important aspect of the simulation is the
mobility of the users. Therefore, we need a mobility model
reflecting the characteristics of user mobility that may have
an influence on the diffusion. In this paper we take two
mobility models and compare the results of the respective
simulations: the random waypoint model that is widely
used for the evaluation of algorithms in ad hoc networks
and a graph-based mobility model [21] that takes the possible user paths, i.e. streets, into account and is therefore
more realistic.
The structure of our paper is as follows: In the next section
we present our general system model. Then we describe our
application scenario, focussing on the “Usenet-on-the-fly”
prototype, followed by a detailed description of the underlying information dissemination protocol. After that we
present simulations of the information dissemination protocol and discuss their results. Following a discussion of
related work, the paper concludes with an outlook on future
work and a summary.
SYSTEM MODEL

The system consists of mobile nodes users carry. Examples
of such nodes are devices like cellular phones or PDAs
capable of short range radio transmission. The communication between nodes occurs spontaneously, i.e. whenever
two devices are within radio range of each other, they discover each other and can exchange information. Additionally, sensors or info stations may provide local information
of the environment to the thereby formed mobile ad hoc
network (MANET).
The information exchanged in such a MANET can differ
widely and is obviously application-dependent. For the
remainder of this paper we consider information to be of
local interest. Dishes of the day, temperature of rooms, bus
schedules are mostly relevant in the proximity of their reallife source. Since we do not assume any access to an infrastructure we want to investigate, how peer-to-peer computing in such spontaneously formed networks can be used for
information dissemination.
We assume the nature of information to be “nice to have”.
If some information was critical to a user, the user would
pay for an uplink to an infrastructure, e.g. via wireless cellbased communication.

APPLICATION SCENARIO

The application scenario we want to look at is concerned
with the propagation of information with a local scope in a
MANET. We do not consider multi-hop messages, e.g.
routing, here, but only dissemination of information with
multiple, previously unknown receivers. The information,
as mentioned before, is assumed to be locally relevant.
Hence, an information dissemination protocol has to discard the information when the scope of the information is
left. Recipients of information must be provided with a
classification of the information in order to decide, if they
want to accept it and store it locally.
Due to the multitude of information and corresponding
information possible in such scenarios, we reduce the complexity by focussing on a simple scenario. The aim is to
provide an evaluation of diffusion-based information dissemination and demonstrate how information with local
relevance can be handled in such ad hoc scenarios.
The information in the context of this paper is represented
as a message. A message contains a source, which created
the message, a topic, which classifies the content of a message, and a body carrying the information of the message.
Messages could represent sensor data, with the sensor ID as
source, the kind of sensor information, e.g. temperature or
humidity as topic, and the currently sensed value as content
of the message. Another example could be the provision of
bus schedules, where the distinct bus station is the information source and the topic would determine a transport
schedule with the message body containing the next bus
departure. Moreover, users could also provide information,
e.g. rankings of restaurants or shop offers and feed them
into the sy stem by creating messages. Actually, this
inspired our prototype application - Usenet-on-the-fly which is presented in the next section. Following that, we
explain the information dissemination protocol in more
detail and present some simulation results.
THE USENET-ON-THE-FLY PROTOTYPE

The Usenet provides users with the ability to subscribe to
so-called newsgroups where they can read, post and reply
to articles. The newsgroups group articles with a distinct
topic. It is considered rude in the Usenet community to
place articles in inappropriate groups - being “off-topic”.
The Usenet does not rely on a centralized infrastructure.
Instead, servers providing “news” to users allow them to
read, post and reply to articles. This local news is propagated over news feeds to other news servers which present
these articles to their users, receive the replies and postings
and offer these as news feeds to other news servers.
The architecture of the Usenet originates from former
times when many computers were not permanently linked
to each other as nowadays via the Internet. However, this
situation reflects the characteristics of an ad hoc network
where nodes are not permanently available but only when
they are in the vicinity of other nodes. The concept of categorizing information by grouping them into newsgroups
according to topics - or in our terminology: channels - and
peer-to-peer reconciliation of content matches the needs of
information propagation according to our requirements.

The data model of our Usenet-on-the-fly is directly corresponding to the messages as they were informally defined
in the previous section:
•

Message headers, i.e. the channel name, the subject and
the sender
• Message content, i.e. the actual information
Scoping of the information is simply done by adding a hop
count. Thereby, the scope within which a message is presented to other nodes is restricted, which, in most cases,
automatically leads to a geographical scoping.
Functionality

As an example consider a user subscribing to “restaurant
menu”, “bus schedule”, and “restaurant recommendations”.
The channel “restaurant menu” will contain the dish of the
day of the restaurants within a distinct vicinity, depending
on the hop count. Also, only the bus schedules of nearby
bus stops are presented in the “bus schedule” due to the
scoping. Not only stationary entities like restaurants or bus
stops can create messages. Other users can use the “restaurant recommendation” channel to express their satisfaction
about a particular restaurant. This information is scoped
with respect to its local lifetime and geographical scope as
well.
Architecture

The Usenet-on-the-fly prototype was built in a straightforward way. Nodes maintain a small database where the
channels and all messages are stored. The database is regularly scanned and messages whose TTL has expired are
deleted. The user interface operates on the database and
allows the display of channels and their messages as well as
the creation of new messages and replies.
The content of local databases are synchronized with other
nodes whenever they are within their radio transmission
range. First, the channels are compared and new channels
and messages are announced to other nodes. Before offering a message, the hop count is considered. If the scope of a
message has been reached, it is no longer propagated to
other nodes.

Figure 1:

Usenet-on-the-fly User Interface

Figure 1 shows the user interface of the Usenet-on-the-fly
prototype. The prototype is realized as a Java application.
We used notebooks and Compaq iPaqs equipped with
WaveLan cards as an evaluation platform.
A user can create channels and messages and open an existing channel to retrieve messages. Figure 1 shows the dialog
for creating a message. This dialog combines the creation
of a new message with the possible creation of a new channel. Additional attributes, e.g. the priority, allow filtering of
messages in order to save bandwidth or space on the
devices.
Users can subscribe to a topic, i.e. a channel, and receive all
messages on that channel. The local database containing the
messages is updated whenever another node is met. Both
nodes negotiate about their channels and contents and
exchange the difference. New channels are presented to the
user who can subscribe to them or simply ignore them.
When users on the move are visiting different places, only
the information concerning these places is offered in the
channel. Information is scoped in its lifetime by a time-tolive (TTL) as well as in its propagation scope by a hop
count. The message exchange is based on a single hop communication, i.e. devices only communicate with other
devices in their transmission range. Hence, restricting the
number of times a message can be passed on between nodes
leads to a geographical scoping.

The resulting architecture is depicted in Figure 2. Central to
the system is the database where messages are stored in the
corresponding channels. The user interface accesses the
database in order to display available channels and on
selection of channels the messages of the channel. The user
can create new messages and channels leading to new data
in the database.
The content of the database is propagated by a simple diffusion protocol. We will describe the protocol in detail in the
next section. For short: the protocol announces locally
available data to other nodes. These nodes can request the
information and store it in their databases. After a node has
propagated its database content, it switches the role and
updates its database by the advertised channels and messages of the other node. This data reconciliation occurs
whenever two nodes “meet”. To allow nodes to continue
exchanging data when they stay in communication range,
they can end their communication and then “rediscover“
each other.
The communication subsystem is built on top of a minimized servlet container which offers the Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) for message exchange. The SOAP
standard is well-suited for interoperability between different platforms. However, it currently restricts us to unicast
communication, so we cannot take advantage of broadcast
protocols that are suitable for propagating data to a larger
set of recipients.
The prototype has been built in Java. The platforms for
evaluation were notebooks and Compaq iPaqs, both
equipped with WaveLan. It is available for download from

http://www.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/ipvr/vs/de/people/
haehnejg/#misc
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Usenet-on-the-fly Architecture

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION PROTOCOL

The messages in the system are disseminated using a diffusion-based protocol that we call Channel and Message Diffusion Protocol with Negotiation (CMDPN). The pseudocode of an algorithm implementing that protocol on a given
node is shown in Figure 3.
When a node A discovers another node B in its transmission range, it sends an advertisement message listing all the
channels (consisting of a unique channel ID and a description of the channel topic) and the IDs of the messages it
currently has in its database. Node B then goes through the
advertised channels and checks, if it has seen them before.
If not, the user is given the channel description and is
asked, if he or she wants to subscribe to the new channel.
Having updated the subscription information, Node B goes
through the advertised message IDs pertaining to those
channels it has subscribed to. It creates a request message
containing the message IDs of the messages it does not
have in its database yet. On receiving the request from
Node B, Node A collects the requested messages and sends
them to Node B, which updates its database accordingly.
TYPES
message_id: unique id
channel_id: unique id
topic: string
message_body: string
message: struct
channel_id
message_id
message_body
VARIABLES
channel_topic = array[channel_id] of topic
message_ids = array[channel_id] of
list of message_id
messages = array[message_id] of message
seen_channels = list of channel_id
subscribed_channels = list of channel_id

EVENT HANDLERS
ON_NODE_DISCOVER()
Channel_ADV ca = empty list
Message_ADV ma = empty list
for each channel_id in subscribed_channels
do
append(ca, (channel_id,
channel_topic[channel_id]))
for each message_id in
message_ids[channel_id] do
append(ma,
(channel_id , message_id))
od
od
if not empty(ma) then
send_message((ca, ma))
ON_RECEIVE_ADV((ca: Channel_ADV,
ma: Message_ADV)):
for each (channel_id, channel_topic) in ca
do
if channel_id not in seen_channels then
append(seen_channels,
channel.channel_id)
if ask_user(channel_topic) then
append(subscribed_channels, channel)
channel_topic[channel_id]:=
channel_topic
fi
fi
od
Message_REQ mr = empty
for each (channel_id, message_id) in ma do
if channel_id in subscribed_channels then
if needed(message_id) then
append(mr, message_id)
od
if not empty(mr) then
send_message(mr)
ON_RECEIVE_REQ(mr: Message_REQ):
Message_DATA md = empty
for each message_id in mr do
append(md, messages[message_id]))
od
if not empty(md) then send_message(md)
ON_RECEIVE_DATA(md: Message_DATA):
for each message in md do
if needed (message.message_id) then
append(message_ids[message.channel_id],
message_id)
messages[message_id]:= message
fi
od
Figure 3:

Channel and Message Diffusion Algorithm
with Negotiation (CMDPN)

Of course, the same protocol is applied in the other direction between node B and node A

The CMDPN is a simple protocol for replicating Usenetstyle messages. Its purpose is to minimize the exchange of
unwanted messages, saving bandwidth and energy, which
are scarce resources for mobile devices using wireless connections.
Further improvements could be:
•

•

•

To further reduce the data that needs to be exchanged,
the protocol could be split up into two phases. In the
first phase only the channel information is exchanged.
Then, in the second phase, only the information about
the messages pertaining to those channels a node is subscribed to need to be exchanged.
The actual messages could be exchanged according to
user-defined priorities, which is especially helpful, if
the devices are not within communication range long
enough to exchange all messages of interest.
A history of mobile nodes and the data which has
recently been exchanged with them could be kept to
keep the message advertisement messages small.

moves directly to the destination using the given speed. The
size of the area covered was 2462 m x 1733 m, equivalent
to the area of the city center used later on.
The second mobility model - the graph-based mobility
model GBM [21][19] - assumes that mobile nodes do not
move randomly, but according to an infrastructure, e.g.
road map or building layout. It models the spatial environment as a graph. The example graph for our simulations
models a typical city center, as it can be found in Central
Europe. The model contains 115 locations on an area of
2462 m x 1733 m interconnected with 150 edges. Figure 4
shows a sketch of the city graph used.
In several scenarios different numbers of mobile nodes as
well as sensor nodes, each providing one piece of information, were placed randomly on the graph. Destinations were
chosen randomly out of the 115 locations in the graph scenario or randomly in the RWP scenario. The mobile nodes
moved around at normal pedestrian speed, i.e. between 3
and 5 km/h.

In the following section, we will present some simulations
to evaluate the effectiveness of the dissemination of messages to a population of nodes, i.e. how many nodes have
received a certain message in what period of time.
SIMULATIONS

This section will describe the simulation context used for
the evaluation of the CMDPN protocol, as well as the
results, including a discussion of the results.
Since, as a first step, we were mainly interested in the maximum effectiveness of message dissemination, given a certain population of nodes, we used simplified assumptions:
We assume that all nodes are interested in all the messages
and that these messages pertain to a single channel. We did
neither restrict the hop count, nor set a restrictive TTL, so
the messages are distributed within the whole area over the
time of the simulation. To control the introduction of messages into our system, so that we could more easily calculate the spreading of information, we assume that the
messages are introduced into the system by special stationary „sensor nodes“, e.g. providing the local temperature or
introducing the meal of the day. Each of the sensor nodes
continuously provides the same single message to the
mobile nodes in its proximity.
The CMDPN protocol was simulated using our Java-based
CanuSim simulator, which implements a simple MAC layer
that prevents multiple nodes from accessing the same wireless channel simultaneously. The main advantage of our
simulator is that the two mobility models we present in the
following can easily be integrated.
Simulation Model

The simulations were performed for an outdoor context
using two different mobility models. The first model is the
so-called random waypoint model (RWP). This model is
often used for the evaluation of algorithms in the area of
MANETs [2] and originated in the application area of rescue and disaster operations. In the RWP model a mobile
node chooses a random destination and a speed and then

Figure 4:

City Center Graph

On reaching a destination, mobile nodes stayed there for 12
to 20 minutes, representing pedestrians stopping at a shop
or station, before choosing a new random destination. The
sensor nodes remained stationary, broadcasting their sensor
information to mobile nodes within transmission range. The
mobile nodes all used CMDPN as the protocol for message
exchange. The time needed to discover a node in transmission range was assumed to be between 2 and 3 seconds,
which corresponds, for example, to average Bluetooth discovery times [10]. All scenarios used a transmission range
of 75m.
The simulation runs were terminated when a certain level
of information spreading was reached. The information
spreading is calculated by

∑

m∈M

databasesi ze ( m )

is = --------------------------------------------------------M × S

where M denotes the set of mobile nodes and S denotes the
set of sensor nodes that each introduced a single message
(500 bytes) into the system. The function databasesize(m)
sums up all the messages stored on the mobile node m.

part of connections [%]

6

Figure 5 shows the distribution of time mobile nodes are in
communication range with any sensor node. Assuming a
communication range of 75 meters most nodes have more
than 50s per connection to communicate, whereas 10m
transmission range allows only less than 15s for most connections.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of communication time
between the mobile nodes. Here the results are slightly
worse for the 10m transmission range, since the mobility of
nodes shortens the transmission time to 7 seconds, whereas
for 75m most nodes still have more than 50s per meeting.
Information dissemination in such ad hoc networks has to
be aware of these small slots for communication, i.e. not
relying on stable routes and long-term communication relations
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Simulation Results

This subsection presents the simulation results of the aforementioned diffusion algorithm based on random waypoint
versus the graph-based mobility model.

time in range [s]

part of connections [%]

nodes and the 100 sensor nodes. The figures are based on a
one hour simulation of the scenario.

75m

Time in Communication Range Depending on
the Transmissi on Range, between Mobil e
Nodes

We have integrated the graph shown in Figure 4 into our
simulator for MANETs in order to simulate realistic mobility patterns of users. A first interesting result concerning
the relation between communication time and transmission
range is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. We placed 100
sensor nodes in the city center scenario and measured the
average time of communication between 1000 mobile

Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the simulation results for the
RWP scenario based on a transmission range of 75m. The
simulations were run until 95% information spreading was
reached, meaning that every mobile node carried almost all
the information disseminated by the sensor nodes. The
results show that a higher number of mobile nodes supports
the information spreading. Nevertheless even a small number of nodes leads to a reasonably fast message replication
considering the large area: 100 mobile nodes discovered
100 sensor nodes on an area of approximately 4 square
kilometers reaching an information spreading of 95% in
only little more than two hours moving at pedestrian speed.
A larger number of mobile nodes (500) reaches the same
amount of information spreading in less than half an hour.
Remember that 500 people in a city center is still a fairly
small number.
Figure 9 shows the results of the simulations performed
with the GBM pattern. The obtained results show a significant improvement over the results of the RWP pattern. The
graph-based simulations showed to be approximately twice
as fast until the information spreading of 95% was reached.
The major reason for this improvement is the fact that the
mobile nodes only move along the edges of the graph and
do not occupy the whole area as they do in the RWP model.
Since the GBM pattern represents our initial outdoor scenario better, we expect CMDPN to behave towards those
results in a “real world deployment”.
A second set of simulations with only one sensor node was
conducted to investigate the effect of the spreading of a single information item. Figure 8 and Figure 10 show the
results obtained with RWP and GBM pattern respectively.
The results show that, once the information has been picked
up and passed on a few times, the steepest rise of the curve
is reached. This shows that the information is spread very
quickly around its source supporting the locality aspect of
many information items in ubiquitous computing.
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Discussion

RELATED WORK

The simulation results show that, assuming realistic values
for the transmission range and the density of mobile nodes,
the distribution of an update in the vicinity of an information source is a matter of minutes. Reaching an almost complete spreading of information can also be achieved within
less than an hour.

Applications based on message exchange in infrastructurebased systems such as the Usenet have been used for a very
long time. More recently, peer-to-peer file sharing application like Gnutella [9] have become popular. However, as we
are interested in systems based on ad hoc networks with
mobile nodes, we want to mostly restrict our discussion in
the following on systems fitting those characteristics.

The difference between the simulation results based on different mobility models shows the importance of using realistic mobility models in order to get realistic simulation
results.

In the area of collaborative wearable computing, the ad-hoc
exchange of information between mobile users during
chance encounters has been investigated. Application scenarios including the exchange of tasks between user agents
[12] and the dissemination of trust information [18] have
been simulated. In those scenarios the information distrib-

uted is much more specialized than in ours and exchange of
information depends much more on the individual users
themselves, even though the underlying mechanisms are
very similar.
Much work has been done on routing in MANETs, where
messages between sender and receiver are exchanged on
[4] an unstable path built of mobile nodes (see, for example, [17] or [8]). Usually, however, a fully connected path
from the sender to the receiver is required to be able to forward a message. In [22] a general routing protocol for partially connected networks is discussed, which, similar to
our approach, uses the moving mobile nodes to relay messages. Their results show, that such an approach is feasible,
transmitting 100% of the messages in most cases in reasonable time.
Recently, information diffusion has been discussed in the
area of sensor networks. There, information is exchanged
between a number of randomly placed non-mobile nodes,
which acquire a model of their environment using built-in
sensing systems (e.g., for seismic data or images). Algorithms in this area have to be able to cope with the failure of
single sensors. Different variants of broadcast algorithms
have been discussed for such sensor networks with the goal
of reducing bandwidth and energy consumption [25]. In
[13] a family of negotiation-based protocols for sensor networks, called SPIN, are discussed. It is shown that they perform better regarding performance and energy consumption
than the more simple broadcast protocols.
More closely related to our approach regarding the dissemination of data is the 7DS system [15]. Their underlying data
model relies on a hierarchy of web-caches and the information can be accessed via a client/server-based approach
from an infrastructure if available. If network partitions
occur, the mobile nodes rely on their cached data, which
can be updated similar to the diffusion algorithm that we
have presented here. Cooperation among the mobile nodes
allows the access of information in other caches. Queries
trigger a diffusion process of data through the mobile nodes
which update their cache with the requested information.
The mobility model is a strict random waypoint model
neglecting spatial constraints. However, their objective
relates to the fragmented data storage. Replication of the
data on every node and restricting the coverage of the information dissemination, e.g. to an area or a number of nodes,
is not an issue there.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have shown that the dissemination of data
in large MANETs is feasible. Simulation results show that
information can be spread among several hundred users in a
city center scenario within approximately 10 to 60 minutes
from its initial creation at the sources. This time interval is
appropriate for many types of information that may be of
interest to a pedestrian walking through a city, such as
information about current events or specials on sale. A 1to-many message exchange application, like our Usenetsty le prototy pe for PDAs, can be implemented using
devices and technologies which will soon be deploy ed
among many (millions of) users.

It can be concluded that information can be made available
in MANETs through the dissemination of messages using a
diffusion algorithm. This means that in a lot of cases it is
not necessary to access an infrastructure in order to obtain
information concerning the current proximity.
After showing the general feasibility, there are still many
questions that remain unanswered. Our simulations show
that the time it takes to disseminate information among
users varies depending on how the mobile nodes, i.e. the
users, move around. This strengthens the need for realistic
user mobility models in order to obtain a reliable performance prediction of new systems prior to deployment.
More simulations are needed to show, if limiting the scope
of the information by hop counts successfully approximates
the locality of information as we expect. In any case, this
solution gives only a very coarse resolution of locality. A
more sophisticated solution here is to employ a more
detailed world model [1] and location sensors, e.g. GPS, to
locate the mobile nodes. Then, the spatial scope of an information could be specified directly and precisely, e.g. information could be interesting for users on the same floor only,
but not for those on the floor below, yet the people there
might be closer concerning the communication if only distance is taken into account.
In our simulations we have assumed that every user is interested in all channels, i.e. we completely replicated all messages. If we assume a large variety of topics for channels in
a real-world system, it is evident that complete replication
does not work due to resource restricted devices on the one
hand and users that are not willing to carry unwanted information on their devices on the other. A technical compromise is that every user allots some portion of his systems
memory and communication time for information that is
not of (high) interest tohim. The question here is: how
much is technically necessary for the system to work and
how much are users willing to contribute.
Since our system is based on the assumption that the number of participants is large, the social situations in which a
user sees a clear benefit and therefore uses this interaction
style has to be investigated. This, we believe, can only be
answered by appropriate user studies.
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